Distance education: is it worth it?
About distance learning today can be heard very often. Some of his praise, rejoicing at the opportunity to get education while sitting at home.
Others claim that after such training, there are problems with employment. Let's try to understand some of the intricacies of this type of learning.
E – learning is learning using the Internet and computer. The student receives access to the training site and the training materials (video &#8211;
audiometrie, seminars, e-books, etc.). Control of knowledge is carried out using online tests, course, control and laboratory works. The student
must come to school only once – for the protection of the diploma and pass a state exam.
Positive aspects of study:
• Availability of study &#8211; the teacher and the student may be thousands of miles away from each other;
• Training time – the student independently chooses a more convenient time for studying of disciplines, do not rush to the "first pair";
• Low cost – compared to day-time training;
• Ability to contact the teacher through the forum, the platform for communication on the school website, social networks, chat;
• The ability to combine work with studies – currently this way of learning is very often chosen by employers for training employees. This saves
money on the rental of premises, payment of teachers payment.
• An excellent opportunity for persons with disabilities to education;
• Clearly defined criteria for the assessment of knowledge.
Negative aspects of training:
• Lack of personal contact of student with teacher and other students;
• Lack of control from the teacher &#8211; the success of learning will depend on personal self-discipline and responsibility;
• A lack of practical skills and abilities;
• In order to understand the studied subjects, you need to spend much more time, as teachers, asked online questions, can't answer directly;
• The quality of e-learning is an insufficient number of qualified textbooks because of the newness of this method of learning.
For admission to the school of distance learning it is necessary to go to him for filing paid essay writers, it is possible to know the opinion of
students about him. On the Internet a lot of scams that offer to get an education without having to arrival to the institution. You cannot fall for such
tricks. Electronically can request only the name and contact information in the application, other documents the applicant needs to personally lead.
Should check the accreditation of the institution, to know what kind of diplomas are issued after training (they must be government-issued).
Distance learning has its advantages and disadvantages as traditional training. It is most convenient to resort to this method if you want the second
higher education or need to study a course for professional development.

